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1 INTRODUCTION AND WELCOME

We wish to welcome you to the module APM1612 (Mechanics 2), and hope that you will enjoy
studying it. We shall do our best to make your study of this module successful.

This tutorial letter contains important information about how to study this module. We urge you
to read it carefully and to keep it at hand when working through the study material, preparing the
assignments, preparing for the examination and addressing questions to your lecturers.

In this tutorial letter, you will find the assignments as well as instructions on the preparation and
submission of the assignments. This tutorial letter also provides all the information about your
study material. Please study this information carefully.

We hope that you will enjoy this module and wish you all the best!

1.1 Tutorial matter

You will receive a number of tutorial letters during the semester. A tutorial letter is our way of com-
municating with you about teaching, learning and assessment. Right from the start we would like to
point out that you must read all the tutorial letters you receive during the semester immediately
and carefully, as they always contain important, and sometimes urgent information.

The Department of Despatch will supply you with the following study material for this module:

• A study guide,

• this tutorial letter (Tutorial letter 101), as well as others which will be sent out during the
semester (numbered 102, 103,... or 201, 202, ... and so on),

• a workbook.

Some of this tutorial matter may not be available when you register. Tutorial matter that is not
available when you register will be posted to you as soon as possible, but is also available on
myUnisa.

This module will be taught fully online as well, and I want to encourage all students od APM1612
to study this module in this way! Apart from Tutorial letter 101 you will also receive other tutorial
letters during the semester – for instance, containing feedback on assignments. These tutorial
letters (102, 103 and so on; 201, 202 and so on) will not necessarily be available at the time
of registration. These tutorial letters will be despatched to you as soon as they are available or
needed.
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If you have access to the internet, note that you can view and download the study guide and tutorial
letters for all the modules for which you are registered on the University’s online campus, myUnisa,
at http://my.unisa.ac.za

PLEASE NOTE: Your lecturers cannot help you with missing study material. Please contact
the Unisa Contact Centre.

2 PURPOSE AND OUTCOMES OF THIS MODULE

This module deals with the dynamics of systems of particles and rigid bodies under the influence
of forces. Broadly, the outcomes are as follows.

• Finding the centre of mass of systems of particles, rigid bodies, and more general systems,

• Finding the moments of inertia of various objects, about given axes of rotation,

• Understanding and applying the equations of translation and rotation of bodies, to analyse
the motion of objects and to solve problems,

• Understanding and applying the concepts of kinetic and potential energy, and using energy
conservation methods to solve problems.

A more detailed list of outcomes, and the corresponding assessment criteria that we will use to
judge whether you have reached the outcomes, will be sent to you in Tutorial letter 102.

3 LECTURER AND CONTACT DETAILS

3.1 Lecturer

You are most welcome to contact your lecturer whenever you experience any difficulties with your
studies. You may do this by writing a letter, by telephone, by fax, by electronic mail, or by seeing the
lecturer in person. If you wish to see the lecturer in person, then in order to avoid disappointment,
you are advised to make an appointment by telephone or letter in advance to make sure that the
lecturer is available to help you.

Note that the lecturer’s office is on UNISA’s Florida (Roodepoort) science campus and you can
make an arrangement to consult the lecturer at the campus, but you must make a prior appoint-
ment!

If you cannot get through to the lecturer by phone, PLEASE call the departmental secretary, at the
phone number 011 670 9147. She will be able to tell you when the lecturer will be available, or
forward your call to another lecturer involved in this module who may be able to help you, or you
can leave a message with her asking the lecturer to call you back!
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Your APM1612 lecturer in 2018 will be

Dr E Franc Doungmo Goufo
Lecturer of APM1612
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Block C, office 6-38, Florida Campus, Roodepoort
Tel (+27) (0) 11 670 9159

Alternatively you can send any queries to the e-mail address

swanem@unisa.ac.za or dgoufef@unisa.ac.za

or the mail address
The Lecturer (APM1612)
Department of Mathematical Sciences
University of South Africa
PO Box 392
UNISA
0003

There is also an e-mail link to me from the module myUnisa page.

Please do not include your enquiries with your assignments as this will cause unnecessary delays.

3.2 Department

The Department of Mathematical Sciences can be contacted at the above contact details.

3.3 University

If you need to contact the University about matters not related to the content of this module, please
consult the publication My Studies @ Unisa that you received with your study material. This
brochure contains information on how to contact the University (e.g. to whom you can write for
different queries, important telephone and fax numbers, addresses and details of the times certain
facilities are open). Always have your student number at hand when you contact the University.

Please note that all administrative enquiries should be directed to the Unisa Contact Centre.

Enquiries will then be channeled to the correct department. The details are as follows:
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Contact Details (sms only)
Applications and registrations 43578
Assignments 43584
Exams 43584
Study Material 43579
Student Accounts 31954
myUnisa/myLife 43582

Contact Details: Web Address: www.unisa.ac.za
Contact Details: Postal Address: P O Box 392, UNISA, 0003

4 MODULE RELATED RESOURCES

4.1 Prescribed textbook

There is no prescribed textbook for this module. All the material is contained in the study guide.

4.2 Recommended books

There are no recommended books for this module.

4.3 Electronic Reserves (e-Reserves)

There are no e-Reserves for this module.

5 STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES

For information on the various student support systems and services available at Unisa (e.g. stu-
dent counseling, tutorial classes, language support), please consult the publication my Studies @
Unisa that you received with your study material.

5.1 Contact with Fellow Students

Study Groups

It is advisable to have contact with fellow students. One way to do this is to form study groups. The
addresses of students in your area may be obtained from the following department:
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Directorate: Student Administration and Registration
PO Box 392, UNISA, 0003

5.2 myUnisa

If you have access to a computer that is linked to the internet, you can quickly access resources
and information at the University. The myUnisa learning management system is Unisa’s online
campus that will help you to communicate with your lecturers, with other students and with the
administrative departments of Unisa - all through the computer and the internet.

Joining myUnisa will offer you the following benefits:

• You have access to the additional resources on this module.

• You will be able to immediately download all your study material from this site, in electronic
format.

• You can use the discussion forum to communicate with your fellow students.

• You can contact your lecturer through the e-mail link of your myUnisa module page.

(Alternatively, of course, you can just send an e-mail to directly to the e-mail address mar-
itr@unisa.ac.za).

For this module, the lecturer will use announcements and FAQs (frequently asked questions)
throughout the semester. You will also be able to access self assessment quizzes, which will
help you know how well you understand the study material.

If you do not have access to the internet, rest assured that all the necessary course material will
still be mailed to you as well!

To go to the myUnisa website, start at the main Unisa website, http://www.unisa.ac.za, and then
click on the “Login to myUnisa” link on the right-hand side of the screen. This should take you
to the myUnisa website. You can also go there directly by typing in http://my.unisa.ac.za. Please
consult the publication my Studies @ Unisa which you received with your study material for more
information on myUnisa.
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5.3 Information on e-tutoring and face-to-face tutoring offerings at Unisa

Dear Students
Please be informed that, with effect from 2013, Unisa offers online tutorials (e-tutoring) to students
registered for modules at NQF level 5 and 6, this means qualifying first year and second year
modules. You are lucky since this module falls in this category.
Once you have been registered for this module, you will be allocated to a group of students with
whom you will be interacting during the tuition period as well as an e-tutor who will be your tutorial
facilitator. Thereafter you will receive an sms informing you about your group, the name of your
e-tutor and instructions on how to log onto MyUnisa in order to receive further information on the
e-tutoring process.
Online tutorials are conducted by qualified E-Tutors who are appointed by Unisa and are offered
free of charge. All you need to be able to participate in e-tutoring is a computer with internet
connection. If you live close to a Unisa regional Centre or a Telecentre contracted with Unisa,
please feel free to visit any of these to access the internet. E-tutoring takes place on MyUnisa
where you are expected to connect with other students in your allocated group. It is the role of the
e-tutor to guide you through your study material during this interaction process. For your to get the
most out of online tutoring, you need to participate in the online discussions that the e-tutor will be
facilitating.
Moreover, there are modules which students have been found to repeatedly fail, these modules
are allocated face-to-face tutors and tutorials for these modules take place at the Unisa regional
centres. These tutorials are also offered free of charge, however, it is important for you to register
at your nearest Unisa Regional Centre to secure attendance of these classes.

5.4 Tutorial classes

Tutorial classes will be given at some of the learning centres. The decision whether classes will be
given at a particular centre will depend on the number of students who have registered for tutorial
classes in this module at that centre. If you have any enquiries concerning the tutorial classes,
you must please phone the particular learning centre. More details about the learning centres are
contained in the publication My study @ Unisa.

5.5 Discussion classes

There will be not be any discussion classes offered in this module.

6 MODULE SPECIFIC STUDY PLAN

This module is a semester module, so please start studying as soon as you receive your study
material. Note that if you are registered for Semester 1, then all your assignments need to be
submitted by early May and you will write your examination in May-June; and if you are registered
for Semester 2, then your assignments need to be submitted by early October and you will write
your examination in October-November.
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6.1 Suggested time table

Semester 1 Study Units for preparing your From To
assignments: WM and S and Study Guide:

Assignment 1 Based on your prior knowledge of Physics. Registration 6 February
Start writing your assignment 6 February 9 February

Assignment 2 Part 2, Units 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 10 February 19 February
Start writing your assignment 20 February 23 February

Assignment 3 Part 3, Units 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 24 February 12 March
Start writing your assignment 13 March 15 March

Assignment 4 Parts 4 and 5, Units 13, 14 and 15 20 March 01 April
Start writing your assignment 01 April 05 April

Assignment 5 Questionnaire Reception 19 April

Assignment 6 Review the whole Study Guide 08 April 16 April
Start writing your assignment 16 April 22 April

Semester 2 Study Units for preparing your From To
assignments: WM and S and Study Guide:

Assignment 1 Based on your prior knowledge of Physics. Registration 24 July
Start writing your assignment 24 July 27 July

Assignment 2 Part 2, Units 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 28 July 01 August
Start writing your assignment 01 August 03 August

Assignment 3 Part 3, Units 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 06 August 19 August
Start writing your assignment 20 August 24 August

Assignment 4 Parts 4 and 5, Units 13, 14 and 15 25 August 08 Sept
Start writing your assignment 9 Sept 14 Sept

Assignment 5 Questionnaire Reception 28 Sept

Assignment 6 Review the whole Study Guide 16 Sept 23 Sept
Start writing your assignment 24 Sept 01 October

6.2 How to study this module

6.2.1 An overview of the module
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The outcomes of the module are listed in Section 2.2 of this tutorial letter. To pass this module, you
must achieve these outcomes.

To do this, you will need to study and work through the material in the study guide, until you are able
to understand and apply the concepts and principles involved. The study guide contains activities,
which are there to help you ensure that you have mastered the material. Another way to find out
how you are doing is through the assignments that you are supposed to submit throughout the
semester. The lecturer will mark your work and give individual feedback to you.

There is also a workbook, which contains more exercises for you to practice your knowledge and
skills on. The answers to all of the exercises are given in the workbook, and many of them have
fully worked solutions.

For even more help in case you need it, please join myUnisa — on the module web page at
myUnisa, there will be more resources available. These will be explained on the web page.

The final decision on whether you have mastered the module outcomes well enough comes from
your final mark for the module, which is calculated from your semester mark and the examination
mark. (How exactly this is done is explained later on.)

Note that the examination date is fixed, and it is your duty to make sure that you are ready to write
the examination when it comes! In mathematics, it is often very hard to catch up again with the
work if you fall behind, since you need to understand previous material thoroughly before learning
new things.

Although you do need to take responsibility for your studies, remember that you are not alone. Your
lecturer is there to help you, and you can also contact your fellow students and use Unisa’s student
support systems. Details of all of these are listed elsewhere in this tutorial letter!

6.2.2 Guidelines for studying this module

Guidelines of what you should do while studying for this module are therefore as follows:

• There is quite a bit of work to be done in the 15 weeks of study time. Make a timetable for
yourself, to make sure you know what amount of work you need to do by what time to keep
up to date with the work.

• Work through the study guide. This includes doing the activities, and working on more exam-
ples from the workbook if you feel you need more practice.

• Submit the assignments by their due dates. The due dates of the assignments are chosen in
such a way that you will need to work steadily through the semester. When you receive back
your marked assignments, make note and take advantage of the lecturer’s feedback on your
work.

• Prepare well for the examination.
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6.2.3 Some hints on how to study mechanics

Some general remarks

• Mechanics involves using a fairly small number of definitions and equations to solve problems.
The definitions and formulas appear between horizontal lines in the study guide, and you can
see that there really are not very many of them! But to be able to apply them correctly to
solve given problems requires an understanding which you can only gain by practice. So, you
can only learn this subject by doing lots of activities and exercises yourself. It is important to
realise that you can’t learn by just reading worked-out solutions to problems — you must be
able to solve each problem and similar problems on your own!

• Studying mechanics does take time. Don’t be discouraged if you have trouble understanding
a concept or an example at first reading. Similarly, if you are unable to solve a problem the
first time, keep on trying! Often you will find the solution if you keep trying long enough and
review the relevant unit one more time.

About the study guide

• There are many worked-out examples in the study guide. When reading through these, you
must resist the temptation of just reading through them passively. When you read through an
example in the study guide, you must make sure that you really understand all the steps in
the solution. What rules were applied and why? Whenever a new equation is introduced, you
must know exactly where it came from and why it was included! Similarly, you can be sure
that each sequence of calculations has a clear purpose – you must understand what that
purpose is. Only then will you be able to apply the method yourself correctly in the future.
Remember that you will have to solve problems yourself later on, and it is not usually possible
to just try to find a similar worked-out example and try to copy it step-by-step.

• The activities in the study guide are there to help you check how well you have understood
the material. In addition, you should do similar exercises from the workbook, until you are
convinced that you have mastered a particular topic. You are welcome to send in your solu-
tions to any of the activities or exercises if you are not sure whether you are on the right track.
For a speedy response, please send your work directly to your lecturer using the address
given in Section 5 of this tutorial letter.

• Some of the exercises are more difficult than others, so you should not become too worried
if you cannot solve all the exercises easily!

About the assignments
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• The assignments form an important part of this module. They are meant to make sure that
you understand the study material, and to give you a chance to get feedback from your
lecturer. Please do pay attention to how well you were able to complete the assignments.
If you got a lot of the assignments questions wrong, then you may be in danger of failing
the examination! In this case you must make sure that you understand the relevant section
of the study guide and are able to solve problems on your own. Just reading through the
worked–out solutions is not necessarily enough!

• The study of mechanics does take time, so it is very important that you do not leave things
too late! The closing dates are there to make sure that you work steadily throughout the
semester. The assignments will take time to complete, and it takes time to read through and
thoroughly understand the study material. This is why you must start working on your first
assignments as soon as possible. Also, while you are waiting for an assignment to get back
to you, you should start working on the next study unit and the next assignment.

• Before tackling one of the assignment questions, please study the relevant study units thor-
oughly. The problem might appear similar to one of the worked-out examples encountered
earlier, but make sure that you know what you are doing, and don’t just try to copy the solution
of another example!

• Please read through the solutions to the assignments when you receive them, as they often
contain more general comments on the study material as well.

7 MODULE PRACTICAL WORK AND WORK INTEGRATED LEARNING

There are no practicals for this module.

8 ASSESSMENT

Assessment is the process where the lecturer assesses your work by comparing it to the mod-
ule outcomes and the related assessment criteria. The assessment in this module consists of
formative assessment and summative assessment.

Formative assessment means assessment of your work while you are still studying. This is particu-
larly important in distance learning since it might sometimes be the only way you can get feedback
on how you are doing, while you can still benefit from it. In this module, formative assessment
is through the assignments. The lecturer marks your work and gives you individual feedback on
how you are doing, as well as suggestions for improvement. Make sure to take advantage of the
lecturer’s feedback! In addition to your marked assignment, all students will also receive comments
on the assignment in a tutorial letter sent out after the closing date of each assignment. You will
also receive model solutions to the assignments that you submitted.
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Summative assessment refers to the final mark you receive for this module. In this module, your
final mark is calculated from you examination mark (which counts for 80%) and from your semester
mark (which counts for 20%). The semester mark is determined by how well you did in your
assignments. Details of how this works are given in the following.

The semester mark and the final mark

Your final mark will be calculated from your semester mark and the examination mark.

The semester mark is calculated from your assignment results (the percentages you receive for
the assignments). The weights of the different assignments differ: Assignment 1 counts for 10%,
Assignments 2, 3 and 4 for 15% each, Assignment 5 for 10% and Assignment 6 for 35%. That is,
the semester mark is calculated as

semester mark =
1

100
∗ (10 ∗ A1 + 15 ∗ A2 + 15 ∗ A3 +15 ∗ A4 + 10 ∗ A5 + 35 ∗ A6)

where A2 to A6 are the percentages you received in assignments 2 to 6, respectively. Assignments
not submitted, or submitted late, will give you 0%.

• The examination mark is the percentage mark you get in the examination.

• The examination mark contributes 80% to the final mark, and the semester mark contributes
20%. That is, your final mark is calculated as

final mark = 0.8 ∗ (examination mark) + 0.2 ∗ (semester mark).

You pass the module if your final mark is ≥ 50, and you pass it with distinction if your final mark
is ≥ 75. There is also a subminimum rule, which says that you must get at least 40% in the
examination to pass the module.

IMPORTANT: Please note that a poor semester mark could lower your final mark! It is therefore
important that you try to complete all the assignments as well as your can – if your year mark is
zero, you must get 63% in the exam to pass the module! Also, you must make sure that you submit
all the assignments on time, since if we receive your assignment too late, we have to give you 0%
for it.

8.1 Assessment plan

There are six assignments on this module.

• The first assignment is compulsory: You must submit Assignment 01 by its due date, other-
wise you will not get examination admission. To make it easier for you to be able to submit it
on time, the first assignment is based on background knowledge you should already know. If
you are struggling with this assignments, you may need to refresh your knowledge of basic
kinematics and physics! The first assignment does count for the semester mark. Assign-
ment 01 is a multiple choice assignment, and all students will receive full solutions to this
assignment.
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• The next three assignments 2, 3 and 4 will help you work through the study guide and give
you an idea on which topics you understand correctly, and where you are struggling. Please
do view these assignments as a chance for you to get feedback from your lecturer! These as-
signments each count for 15% towards the semester mark, so these 3 assignments together
make up 45% of the semester mark. To further motivate you to submit your own work for
these three assignments, we will send out detailed model solutions to all students who sub-
mit one of these assignments by its due date. If you don’t submit an assignment, you will still
get a tutorial letter giving just the final answers to the assignment questions, and comments
on common mistakes, but you will not get the detailed model solutions to that assignment!
Assignments 02, 03 and 04 are written assignments.

• Assignment number 5 is a survey questionnaire, seeking your opinions on this module. The
questionnaire will be sent out to all students later in the semester, and any student who fills it
in and submits it gets 10% for the semester mark – which means 2 percentage points in the
final mark, absolutely free!

• Assignment number 6 is meant to help you prepare for the examination. It consists of ques-
tions from a previous year’s examination paper. In order for you to be able to complete
Assignment 6 closer to the examination, we have made it a multiple choice assignment. All
students will receive detailed model solutions to the examination questions in this assign-
ment. Assignment 06 counts for 35% of the year mark, so it is well worth doing as well as
you can!

In conclusion, you should complete all assignments as well as you can: To get admission to the
examination; and because of the semester mark system which means that how well you do your
assignments will also have a direct effect on the final mark you get for this module; and most
importantly, because submitting the assignments gives you a chance to find out how well you have
mastered the course contents, and for us to give you feedback on your progress!

Marking of the Assignments

Written assignments (Assignments 02, 03 and 04)
After you have submitted your assignment, we will mark it, give you a percentage mark for it (a
number between 0% and 100%), and send it back to you. The percentage mark you received will
be indicated in your marked assignment. Your marked assignment will contain detailed feedback
on your work. This feedback is very important, so make sure to read through the comments when
you receive your assignment back.

Multiple-choice assignments (Assignments 01 and 06)
These assignments must be done on optical mark reading sheets and will be marked by a com-
puter. Instructions on how to submit these assignments appear with the assignment questions.
Again, you will get a percentage mark, between 0% and 100%, for these assignments.

The survey questionnaire (Assignment 05)
The survey questionnaire will be sent to you later in the semester; you should submit it in the
assignment covers, as usual, and as soon as we receive it, you will get 100% for it.
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Feedback to assignments
Comments and the answers to the questions in each assignment will be automatically sent out to
all students a few days after the closing date of the assignment, and therefore we have to give 0%
for assignments which reach us too late. If you are struggling to meet the closing dates, please
contact your lecturer before the closing date!

However, even if we receive your assignment too late, we will mark it and provide you feedback for
it. So, it will still be a good idea to submit your assignment even if you know it might be too late for
you to receive a percentage mark for it.

If you are genuinely unable to submit an assignment at all, please try to answer the questions in it
anyway by yourself, before looking at the solutions. You will learn much more in this way than by
simply reading through the correct solutions we send to you.

8.2 General assignment numbers

The assignments are numbered 01 to 06. Please remember to give your assignment the correct
number in the assignment cover. The assignment questions for Semester 1 and for Semester 2
are listed in Appendix A and Appendix B at the end of this tutorial letter.

8.2.1 Unique assignment numbers

Please note that each assignment has its unique six-digit assignment number which has to be
written on the cover of your assignment upon submission. The unique numbers are given later on
in this tutorial letter; you will find them in the heading of each set of assignment questions.

8.2.2 Due dates of assignments

For each assignment there is a FIXED CLOSING DATE, which is the date by which the assignment
must reach the university. The closing dates for submission of the assignments are given in the
following table. We also give the contribution of each assignment to the semester mark.
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SEMESTER 1
Assignment no. Type Fixed closing date Semester mark %

01 Multiple choice 9 February 2018 10
02 Written 23 February 2018 15
03 Written 23 March 2018 15
04 Written 06 April 2018 15
05 Written (questionnaire) 20 April 2018 10
06 Multiple choice 23 April 2018 35

SEMESTER 2
Assignment no. Type Fixed closing date Semester mark %

01 Multiple choice 27 July 2018 10
02 Written 03 August 2018 15
03 Written 24 August 2018 15
04 Written 14 September 2018 15
05 Written (questionnaire) 28 September 2018 10
06 Multiple choice 01 October 2018 35

8.3 Submission of assignments

Enquiries about assignments, such as whether they have been received by the university, what
credit you obtained, when they were returned to you, etc., should be addressed to the Assignments
section. For detailed information and requirements as far as assignments are concerned, see My
study @ Unisa, which you received with your study package.

To submit an assignment via myUnisa

• Go to myUnisa.

• Log in with your student number and password.

• Select the module.

• Click on assignments in the left–hand menu.

• Click on the assignment number you want to submit.

• Follow the instructions on the screen.

You can submit mathematics assignments in electronic format, but please note that you must still
use all the correct mathematical notation, and include all necessary graphs, diagrams, and so on,
just as if you were submitting a hand-written assignment! You can use a word-processing program
with an equation editor (e.g. MSWord); or you can scan your hand-written assignment and submit
it in PDF format; or you can use special mathematical typesetting programs such as LaTeX.

Please note: Although students may work together when preparing assignments, each
student must write and submit his or her own individual assignment. It is unacceptable for
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students to submit identical assignments on the basis that they worked together. That is
copying (a form of plagiarism) and none of these assignments will be marked. Furthermore,
you may be penalised or subjected to disciplinary proceedings by the University.

8.4 Assignments

This tutorial letter 101 contains the assignments for both semesters, so select the semester you are
enrolled for and do the set of assignments for that semester only. The assignments for Semester
1 are in Appendix A, pages 19–34. The assignments for Semester 2 are in Appendix B, pages
35–50.

9 EXAMINATIONS

9.1 Examination Admission

To be admitted to the examination you must submit the compulsory assignment, i.e. Assignment
01 by the due date. Note that admission therefore does not rest with the department and if you do
not submit that particular assignment in time, we can do nothing to give you admission. Although
you are most probably a part time student with many other responsibilities, work circumstances will
not be taken into consideration for exemption from assignments or the eventual admission to the
examination.

No concession will be made to students who do not qualify for the examination.

9.2 Examination Period

This module is offered in a semester period of fifteen weeks. This means that

• if you are registered for the first semester, you will write the examination in May/June 2018 and
should you fail and qualify for a supplementary examination, that supplementary examination
will be written in October/November 2018.

• if you are registered for the second semester, you will write the examination in October/November
2018 and should you fail and qualify for a supplementary examination, that supplementary
examination will be written in May/June 2019.

• The examination section will provide you with information regarding the examination in gen-
eral, examination venues, examination dates and examination times. Eventually, your results
will also be processed by them and sent to you..
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9.3 Examination Paper

The examination consists of a two hour paper. You are allowed to use a non-programmable calcu-
lator in the examination. Should you have a final mark of less than 50%, it implies that you failed
the module. However, should your results be within a specified percentage (from 40% to 49%),
you will be given a second chance in the form of a supplementary examination on the dates as
specified in 9.2. If you fail the examination with less than 40%, the year mark will not count to
help you pass. Please note also that the year mark does not apply in the case of a supplementary
examination. The final mark after a supplementary examination is simply the mark you achieved in
that examination, expressed as a percentage.

9.4 Previous Examination Papers

Previous examination papers are available to students – you will find them on myUnisa. In addi-
tion, Assignment 6 in each semester is based on a previous year’s examination paper, and model
solutions to that paper will be sent out to you in a tutorial letter.

9.5 Tutorial Letter with Information on the Examination

To help you in your preparation for the examination, you will receive a tutorial letter that will set out
clearly what material you have to study for examination purposes and what the assessment criteria
are.

10 OTHER ASSESSMENT METHODS

Further self assessment methods are available for this module, in the form of quizzes which you
can access on myUnisa. These quizzes are there to help you assess how well you have understood
the study material.

11 FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

The my Studies @ Unisa brochure contains an A-Z guide of the most relevant study information.
Please refer to this brochure for any other questions.

12 APPENDIX A. ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE FIRST SEMESTER

The questions for each assignment for Semester 1 follow. In each assignment, you can obtain
a total of 100%, and the total percentage you can obtain from each question is also indicated in
square brackets.
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SEMESTER 1, ASSIGNMENT 1
COMPULSORY ASSIGNMENT FOR EXAM ADMISSION

Based on your prior knowledge of Physics

This multiple-choice assignment will be marked by computer. Hence the closing date is fixed and
no extension of time can be granted.

Your answers must be entered on an optical mark reading sheet. But before you attempt that,
please study in detail the relevant chapter of the publication My study @ Unisa.

Please make sure that you know how to handle the optical mark reading sheets, since sheets
which are marked incorrectly and which are rejected by the computer will not be marked by hand
and students will not receive marks for such assignments.

The unique number appearing in the box above links your assignment to the corresponding set of
answers in the computer. It must therefore be filled in correctly on the optical mark reading sheet.

Note that your assignment will not be returned to you. Please keep a record of your answers so
that you can compare them with the correct answers.

In each of the following 5 questions two possible answers are given. In each case, mark the number
of the answer that you think is correct. Each correct answer gives you 20%, adding up to a total of
100%.

SEMESTER 1

ASSIGNMENT 01
Due date: Friday, 9 February 2018

Total Marks: 100
UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER: 816743

ONLY FOR SEMESTER 1

Question 1: 20 Marks

The sentence ”My friend’s car was traveling at 60 km/h” clearly specifies the velocity of the car.
1. True 2. False

Question 2: 20 Marks

It is possible for a particle to have zero acceleration but nonzero velocity.
1. True 2. False
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Question 3: 20 Marks

If a particle is moving with non-zero acceleration then a force must be acting on it.
1. True 2. False

Question 4: 20 Marks

It is possible for a body to undergo an acceleration with a constant speed.
1. True 2. False

Question 5: 20 Marks

It is possible for a particle to have zero velocity but nonzero acceleration.
1. True 2. False
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SEMESTER 1

Written Assignment
Based on Part 2 – Study Units 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
Answer all the questions. Show all your workings.

If you choose to submit via myUnisa, note that only PDF files will be accepted.

ASSIGNMENT 02
Due date: Friday, 23 February 2018

Total Marks: 100
UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER: 871207

ONLY FOR SEMESTER 1

Question 1: 15 Marks

Four thin rods, with masses 2m, 2m, 2m and 3m, form the sides of a square. Where is the centre
of mass of the system? Where is it in relation to the square?

Question 2: 15 Marks

Find the centre of mass of a uniform lamina bounded by the X -axis, the curve y = x2 + 1 and the
lines x = 1 and x = 3.

Question 3: 15 Marks

A 3 × 3 square has been cut off from one corner of a 6 × 10 rectangle made from thin uniform
metal. Find the centre of mass of the remaining object. Remember to specify your coordinate
system! In addition to giving the coordinate position of the centre of mass, describe also where on
the rectangle it lies.

Question 4: 15 Marks

Two particles, both with mass m, are situated on the XY -plane. At time t = 0, Particle 1 has
position vector i and Particle 2 has position vector −i . Particle 1 moves with constant velocity −i + j
and Particle 2 with constant velocity i + j .

1. Find the position of the centre of mass of the system at time t = 0.

2. Find the velocity of the centre of mass of the system at time t = 0.

3. Find the position and velocity of the centre of mass of the system just before the particles
collide with each other.
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Question 5: 15 Marks

Find the centre of mass of the solid of revolution formed when the curve y = 4 − x between x = 0
and x = 2 is rotated about the X -axis.

Question 6: 15 Marks

A uniform hollow hemisphere with mass M and radius R is kept vertical, with one point P on the
rim touching a smooth table top.

The hemisphere is then released, and allowed to slide frictionlessly along the table top. If the
original position of P is assumed to be at the origin of the coordinate system, at what coordinate
point will P be when the hemisphere finally comes to rest?

Question 7: 10 Marks

A uniform circular disc with radius r and mass M has two particles attached to it. One of the
particles has mass 2M and is attached at the centre of the disc, and the other particle has mass M
and is attached at a point at the rim of the disc. Where is the centre of mass of the object? (Note:
Remember to draw a sketch of the object, and your coordinate system!)
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SEMESTER 1

Written Assignment
Based on Part 3 – Study Units 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
Answer all the questions. Show all your workings.

If you choose to submit via myUnisa, note that only PDF files will be accepted.

ASSIGNMENT 03
Due date: Friday, 23 March 2018

Total Marks: 100
UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER: 857102

ONLY FOR SEMESTER 1

Question 1: 15 Marks

Find the following moments of inertia:

(a) A rod AB of length 2a and mass M, rotating about an axis perpendicular to the rod, through
end point A.

(b) A rod AB of length 2a and mass M, with a particle of mass M attached at its centre and
a particle of mass 2M attached at end B, rotating about an axis perpendicular to the rod,
through end point A.

(c) A rod AB of length 2a and and negligible mass, with a particle of mass M attached at its
centre and a particle of mass 2M attached at end B, rotating about an axis perpendicular to
the rod, through end point A.

Question 2: 20 Marks

Find the moment of inertia of a thick hollow sphere, with an inner radius R1 and an outer radius R2

and mass M, about an axis through its centre.

Question 3: 15 Marks

Find the moment of inertia when the lamina bounded by the function y = 2 + x2 and the X -axis, be-
tween x = 0 and x = 3, rotates about the X -axis. (Hint: slice the lamina into thin rods, perpendicular
to the X -axis!)

Question 4: 15 Marks

Find the moment of inertia of an A × A × A cube, rotating about an axis which goes through the
midpoints of two opposing sides.
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Question 5: 20 Marks

A pendulum is made of two disks (each with a mass M and radius R) which are separated by a
massless rod. One of the disks is pivoted through its centre by a small pin. The disks hang on
the same plane and their centres are a distance ` apart. Find the period for small oscillations.

Question 6: 15 Marks

Two men, each with a mass M, are standing at the centre of a uniform, horizontal beam with a
mass m which is rotating at a uniform angular velocity ω about a vertical axis through its centre.
Then the two men walk out to the ends of the beam and ω1 is then the angular velocity. Find an
expression for ω1 in terms of ω, M and m. (Include all the calculations.)
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SEMESTER 1

Written Assignment
Based on Parts 4 and 5 – Study Units 13, 14 and 15
Answer all the questions. Show all your workings.

If you choose to submit via myUnisa, note that only PDF files will be accepted.

ASSIGNMENT 04
Due date: Friday, 6 April 2018

Total Marks: 100
UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER: 732158

ONLY FOR SEMESTER 1

Question 1: 20 Marks

A disc with radius R and mass M is placed upright on a rough slope which forms the angle α with
horizontal. A thin string is wound around the disc and pulled upwards parallel to the slope with
tension T , as shown below. The string does not slip on the disc, and the disc rolls without slipping
along the slope.

(a) Copy the sketch above. List, and draw in your sketch as vectors, all the forces acting on the
disc.

(b) Write down the equations of motion of the centre of mass of the disc. Use separate equations
for the components of motion parallel and perpendicular to the slope, respectively. (Do not
solve the equations!)

(c) Write down the equation of rotation of the disc, for rotation about its centre of mass. (Do not
solve the equations!)

(d) Explain how the motions in (b) and (c) are linked to each other.

(e) What should the value of T be, so that the disc does not move or rotate?

(f) If T is chosen as in (e) above, then the total mechanical energy of the system does not
change; and yet a non-zero non-conservative force is applied in the system. Explain why this
does not contradict the law of energy conservation.
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Question 2: 30 Marks

(2.1) (15)A uniform disc with mass M and radius a is placed vertically on a plane inclined at an
angle α to the horizontal. Assume that the disc rolls on the plane without slipping.
If the disc is given an initial angular velocity of θ̇ (0) = ω up the plane, how long a
distance does the disc travel along the plane until it starts to roll downwards?

(2.2) (15)Calculate the kinetic energies for each of two uniform, solid cylinders, each rotating
around its central axis. They have the same mass M and rotate with the same
angular velocity ω, but the first has a radius 2R and the second has a radius 3R.

Question 3: 20 Marks

A light string is wound around a thin disc of mass m and radius a. The disc is initially held upright,
and then released, while the free end of the string is pulled upwards with tension T .

(a) Find the angular acceleration of the disc, if the tension T is such that the linear acceleration
of the centre of the disc is zero.

(b) Find the linear acceleration of the centre of the disc, if the tension T is such that the angular
acceleration of the disc is zero.

Question 4: 30 Marks

(4.1) (15)A ladder of length 2` and with mass m rests on a rough floor and against a smooth
wall. The coefficient of friction between the ladder and the floor is µ. Find the
smallest angle that the ladder could make with the floor.

(4.2) (15)A uniform rod of length a has one end in contact with a horizontal plane. Released
from rest with an inclination α to the plane, the rod falls freely. Show that when the
rod has reached a horizontal position, its angular velocity is given by the equation

ω2 =
3
8

g
a

cosα

whether the plane is smooth or rough, and that the end of the rod which is in contact
with the plane will remain in contact.
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SEMESTER 1

Written Assignment
Questionnaire
Total Mark: 100%

ASSIGNMENT 05
Due date: Friday, 20 April 2018

UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER: 677616

ONLY FOR SEMESTER 1

The questionnaire will be sent out to you later in the semester. Fill it in, and submit it in the
assignment covers by the due date, to get 100% for this assignment.

If you choose to submit via myUnisa, note that only PDF files will be accepted.
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SEMESTER 1

Multiple Choice Assignment
Based on the whole study guide
Total Mark: 100%

ASSIGNMENT 06
Due date: Monday, 23 April 2018

UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER: 854643

ONLY FOR SEMESTER 1

This multiple-choice assignment will be marked by computer. Hence the closing date is fixed and
no extension of time can be granted.

Your answers must be entered on an optical mark reading sheet. But before you attempt that,
please study in detail the relevant chapter of the publication My study @ Unisa.

Please make sure that you know how to handle the optical mark reading sheets, since sheets
which are marked incorrectly and which are rejected by the computer will not be marked by hand
and students will not receive marks for such assignments.

The unique number appearing in the box above links your assignment to the corresponding set of
answers in the computer. It must therefore be filled in correctly on the optical mark reading sheet.

In the following we give questions from a previous year’s examination paper. Answer first the
examination questions, working through the questions on paper. Then answer the multiple choice
questions based on your work. In each of the multiple choice questions, up to four possible answers
are given. In each case, mark the number of the answer that you think is correct. Note that you
will be sent full model solutions to the examination questions later on, so do keep your written
work where you answered the examination questions so that you can compare it against the model
solutions later on! Make also a note of your choices in the multiple choice questions, so that you
can see where you went wrong.

Each multiple choice question counts for 5%, with a total of 100% from the twenty questions.
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Examination question 1

(a) Find the centre of mass of the solid of revolution formed when the curve y = x2 is rotated
about the x-axis in the interval −1 ≤ x ≤ 1.

(b) Five identical thin square sheets of metal are joined at their edges to form a cubical box
which is open at the top. Find the centre of mass of the box.

Question 1: The solution to (a) is:
1. (x̄ , ȳ , z̄) = (0, 0, 0) 2. (x̄ , ȳ , z̄) =

(
5
6 , 0, 0

)
3. (x̄ , ȳ ) =

(
3
4 , 0
)

4. (x̄ , ȳ ) = (0, 1)

Question 2: The solution to (b) is:
1. At (a, a, a) if the origin is in one of the corners, and the length of a side is 2a.
2. 2/5 of the length of a side, above the centre of the bottom of the box.
3. At

(
a, a, 4

5a
)

if the origin is in one of the corners, and the length of side is a.
4. At

(
2
5a, 3

5a, 1
5a
)

if the origin is in one of the corners, and the length of side is 2a.

Examination question 2

(a) A cup is made of thin sheet metal, and consists of a disc of mass 2M and radius R,
closing off one end of a hollow cylinder with mass 6M and radius R.

i. Find the moment of inertia of the cup when it rotates about axis A.
ii. Find the moment of inertia of the cup when it rotates about axis B.

(b) Find the moment of inertia for the lamina bounded by the curve y = 3x + 1 and the x-
axis between x = 0 and x = 2, when it rotates about the x-axis. The lamina is made of
uniform material, and has the total mass M.

Question 3: The answer to (a) (i) is:
1. I = 3

2MR2 2. I = 4MR2 3. I = 5MR2 4. I = 7MR2

Question 4: The answer to (a) (ii) is:
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1. 3
2MR2 2. I = 6MR2 3. I = 12MR2 4. I = 15MR2

Question 5: To find the answer to (a), we need to apply
1. The perpendicular axis theorem.
2. The parallel axis theorem.
3. Symmetry.
4. Slicing and integration.

Question 6: To find the answer to (b), we need to calculate the expression

1.
∫ 2

0 xπ(3x+1)2dx∫ 2
0 π(3x+1)2dx

2.
∫ 2

0 x(3x+1)dx∫ 2
0 (3x+1)dx

3.
∫ 2

0
1
2 (3x + 1)2 dx 4.

∫ 2
0

1
3 (3x + 1)3 dx

Examination question 3

(a) Give an example of a rigid body rotating about a fixed axis.

(b) Give an example of a rigid body moving in such a way that its angular velocity about its
centre of mass is zero, but the linear velocity of the centre of mass is non-zero.

(c) Is the following claim true? Justify your answer! “If IA is the moment of inertia of a
body about any axis and IB is the moment of inertia about any other axis which is
parallel to the first one, then

IB = IA + md2

where m denotes the total mass of the body and d denotes the distance between
the two axes.”

(d) Give an example of a two particle system in the XY plane (by specifying the masses,
positions and velocities of particle 1 and particle 2), such that the velocity of the centre
of mass of the system is zero, but the total angular momentum of the system about the
origin is not zero.

(e) Give an example of a two particle system in the XY plane (by specifying the masses,
positions and velocities of particle 1 and particle 2), such that the total angular momen-
tum of the system about the origin is zero, but the velocity of the centre of mass of the
system is not zero.

Question 7: One possible answer to (a) is:
1. A disc rolling down a plane 2. A cylinder rolling along a plane
3. A door opening on its hinges 4. A ring

Question 8: One possible answer to (b) is:
1. A disc rolling down a plane 2. A ring rotating about an axis tangential to the
ring.
3. A box being pushed along a floor 4. A pendulum
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Question 9: The claim in (c) is:
1. True 2. False

Question 10: One possible answer to (d) is:
1. m1 = m, r1 = j , ṙ1 = i ; m2 = m, r2 = −j , ṙ2 = −i
2. m1 = m, r1 = j , ṙ1 = i ; m2 = m, r2 = −j , ṙ2 = +i
3. m1 = m, r1 = j , ṙ1 = i ; m2 = m, r2 = +j , ṙ2 = +i
4. m1 = m, r1 = j , ṙ1 = i ; m2 = m, r2 = +j , ṙ2 = −i

Question 11: One possible answer to (e) is:
1. m1 = m, r1 = j , ṙ1 = i ; m2 = m, r2 = −j , ṙ2 = −i
2. m1 = m, r1 = j , ṙ1 = i ; m2 = m, r2 = −j , ṙ2 = +i
3. m1 = m, r1 = j , ṙ1 = i ; m2 = m, r2 = +j , ṙ2 = +i
4. m1 = m, r1 = j , ṙ1 = i ; m2 = m, r2 = +j , ṙ2 = −i

Examination question 4

Two blocks (Block 1 and Block 2) are connected by a light string which runs over a disc D. The
disc is fixed in such a way that it rotates frictionlessly about an axis through its centre. Block
1 has mass M1, Block 2 has mass M2 where M2 > M1, and the disc has radius R and mass
M. The blocks are released from the positions shown. Let a1 be the upward acceleration of
Block 1, let a2 be the downward acceleration of Block 2, let F1 be the tension on the string
between Block 1 and the disc, and let F2 be the tension on the string between Block 2 and
the disc.

(a) When is it true that a1 = a2?

(b) When is it true that F1 = F2?

Justify your answers!

Question 12: The answer to (a) is:
1. Always 2. Never 3. If M = 0 4. If F1 = F2
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Question 13: The answer to (b) is:
1. Always 2. Never 3. If M = 0 4. If a1 = a2

Question 14: Which of the following claims is FALSE true in this question:
1. The disc will rotate clockwise, if Block 1 is the one on the left.
2. Block 2 will move down.
3. Since the disc turns, the tensions of the string on both sides are the same.
4. Since Block 2 moves down, the tension on the string above it must be less than gM2.

Examination question 5

Three identical discs A, B and C, each with radius R and mass M, are placed upright on a
horizontal plane. A thin thread is wrapped clockwise around each disc. The end of the thread
is then pulled with constant tension. The magnitude of the tension is T for each disc, but the
direction in which the tread is pulled varies from disc to disc, as shown above. What are the
directions of linear acceleration of the centre of each disc, in each of the following two cases?
Justify your answers!

(a) If there is no friction between the discs and the plane.

(b) If the discs roll without slipping on the plane.

Question 15: Which ONE of the following claims is true in case (a) (no friction):
1. Disc A will move up.
2. Disc C will roll without slipping towards the right.
3. All discs will rotate clockwise.
4. Disc A will move towards left.

Question 16: Which ONE of the following claims is true in case (b) (discs roll without slipping):
1. Discs A and B will not move, but disc C will move towards the right.
2. Disc C will roll towards the right.
3. All discs will have a constant velocity.
4. Discs A and B will not rotate.

Examination question 6
A ring with radius R and mass M rolls without slipping along a slope inclined at angle α with
horizontal. If it is given an initial linear velocity v up the slope, how long a distance will it roll
up along the slope before it comes to an standstill and starts to roll down again? [12]
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Question 17: The answer is:

1. d = v2

g 2. d = g sinα
R 3. d = g sinα

2R 4. d = v2

g sinα

Examination question 7

The system in the sketch consists of two solid discs, Disc C with mass 2M and radius 2R and
Disc D with mass M and radius R. The discs are fixed next to each other as shown, and each
is free to rotate about an axis through its centre. A massless string passes without slipping
over both the discs, as shown. A cube (Cube A) with mass M is attached to one end of the
string, and another cube (Cube B) with mass m at the other end.

(a) Copy the sketch. List, and draw in your sketch, all the forces acting on Cube A, Cube B,
Disk C and Disc D. (You may omit the normal forces keeping the two discs in place.)

(b) Write down the equations of motion for the vertical motion of the two cubes, and the
rotation of the two discs. Use ẍ to denote the vertical acceleration of Cube A, use ÿ
to denote the vertical acceleration of Cube B, with both ẍ and ÿ taken to be positive
upwards; and use θ̈C and θ̈D, respectively, to denote the angular accelerations of the two
discs C and D, both measured counterclockwise.

(c) What is the connection between ẍ , ÿ , θ̈C and θ̈D?

(d) Prove that if m = M then θ̈C = 0.

Question 18: If T denotes the tension of the string above cube A, then the equation of motion for
cube A is:
1. Mg − T = Mẍ 2. Mg + T = Mẍ
3. −Mg + T = Mẍ 4. Mg + T = −Mẍ

Question 19: Which ONE of the following is true:
1. ẍ = ÿ 2. θ̈C = θ̈D 3. ẍ = 2Rθ̈D 4. ẍ = −Rθ̈D

Question 20: Which ONE of the following claims is true in case (d) (that is, if m = M):
1. There is no tension on the string between discs C and D.
2. Cubes A and B will move until they reach exactly the same level, and will then stop.
3. Disc C will have zero angular acceleration.
4. No forces will act on disc C.
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13 APPENDIX B. ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE SECOND SEMESTER

SEMESTER 2, ASSIGNMENT 1
COMPULSORY ASSIGNMENT FOR EXAM ADMISSION

Based on your prior knowledge of Physics

This multiple-choice assignment will be marked by computer. Hence the closing date is fixed and
no extension of time can be granted.

Your answers must be entered on an optical mark reading sheet. But before you attempt that,
please study in detail the relevant chapter of the publication My study @ Unisa. Please make
sure that you know how to handle the optical mark reading sheets, since sheets which are marked
incorrectly and which are rejected by the computer will not be marked by hand and students will
not receive marks for such assignments.

The unique number appearing in the box above links your assignment to the corresponding set of
answers in the computer. It must therefore be filled in correctly on the optical mark reading sheet.

Note that your assignment will not be returned to you. Please keep a record of your answers so
that you can compare them with the correct answers.

In each of the following 5 questions two possible answers are given. In each case, mark the number
of the answer that you think is correct. Each correct answer gives you 20%, adding up to a total of
100%.

Which of the following statements are true and which are false? Hint: You might want to check that
your answers agree with Newton’s laws of motion!
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SEMESTER 2

ASSIGNMENT 01
Due date: Friday, 27 July 2018

Total Marks: 100
UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER: 788896

ONLY FOR SEMESTER 2

Question 1: 20 Marks

If a particle is motionless then no forces act on it.
1. True 2. False

Question 2: 20 Marks

It is possible for a body to have constant speed but non constant velocity?
1. True 2. False

Question 3: 20 Marks

If a particle is moving with non-zero velocity then a force must be acting on it.
1. True 2. False

Question 4: 20 Marks

A body with nonzero velocity always has nonzero speed
1. True 2. False

Question 5: 20 Marks

A body moving in such a way that its velocity increases by equal amount in equal intervals of time
is said to be moving with a uniform acceleration.
1. True 2. False
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SEMESTER 2

Written Assignment
Based on Part 2 – Study Units 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
Answer all the questions. Show all your workings.

If you choose to submit via myUnisa, note that only PDF files will be accepted.

ASSIGNMENT 02
Due date: Friday, 3 August 2018

Total Marks: 100
UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER: 691765

ONLY FOR SEMESTER 2

Question 1: 15 Marks

Assume that we are given a system of particles in a 3-dimensional coordinate system. Prove that
the addition of a new particle to the system of particles moves the centre of mass from the old
centre of mass towards the position of the new particle.

Question 2: 15 Marks

Three particles with masses m, 2m and 4m are at rest at positions −i + j , 2i − j and 4i + j ,
respectively.

1. Find the centre of mass of the system.

2. Find the acceleration of the centre of mass when the external force −2i acts on the first
particle, the external force 2i + 3j on the second particle, and the external force 6i on the third
particle.

Question 3: 15 Marks

Two particles, both with mass m, are situated on the XY -plane. At time t = 0, Particle 1 has
position vector i and Particle 2 has position vector −i . Particle 1 moves with constant velocity −i + j
and Particle 2 with constant velocity i + j .

1. Find the position and velocity of the centre of mass of the system at time t = 0.

2. Find the position and velocity of the centre of mass of the system just before the particles
collide with each other.
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Question 4: 20 Marks

Two uniform squares of sheet metal of dimensions L×L are joined at a right angle along one edge.
One of the squares is four times heavier than the other.

1. Find the centre of mass using a coordinate system where the origin is on the left end of the
joint between the two squares in the picture above. Copy the picture above and draw in it the
coordinate system!

2. Find the centre of mass using a coordinate system where the origin is in the middle of the
heavier square, assumed to be the bottom one in the picture above. Copy the picture above
and draw in it the coordinate system!

3. Prove that the two choices of coordinate systems described above do give the same point on
the object as the centre of mass.

4. What kind of a coordinate system would be the best choice for this object, to make the
calculations as easy as possible? Justify your answer!

Question 5: 15 Marks

Two particles A and B are initially at rest, the distance a apart. Assume that A has mass m and
B has mass M. Further, assume that A and B attract each other with a constant force F . No
external forces act on the system.

(a) Describe the motion of the centre of mass of the system formed by the two particles.

(b) At what distance from A’s original position do the particles collide?

Question 6: 10 Marks

Find the centre of mass of the triangle shown below by direct integration, by slicing it into horizontal
slices. Remember to select and indicate in a sketch an appropriate coordinate system.
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Question 7: 10 Marks

An object made from uniform material consists of a solid cube with sides of length A, with a hemi-
sphere with radius A/2 scooped out from the middle of one side. Where is the centre of mass of
the object?
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SEMESTER 2

Written Assignment
Based on Part 3 – Study Units 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
Answer all the questions. Show all your workings.

If you choose to submit via myUnisa, note that only PDF files will be accepted.

ASSIGNMENT 03
Due date: Friday, 24 August 2018

Total Marks: 100
UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER: 730914

ONLY FOR SEMESTER 2

Question 1: 15 Marks

A force F = −j acts at point P with position vector i . Find the moment of F about the point:

(a) Q with position vector −j ;

(b) Q with position vector −2i ;

(c) Q with position vector i − 2j .

Question 2: 15 Marks

Pendulum 1 consists of a rod AB of length 2L and mass m with a thin disc of mass M and radius r
attached rigidly at its centre to the rod’s end point B, and pendulum 2 consists of a similar rod with
a thin square of mass M and sides of length 2a attached rigidly at its centre to the rod’s end point
B. Find the moments of inertia of the two pendulums, when rotation is for an axis through point A
of the rod, perpendicular to the plane of the disc / the square.

Question 3: 15 Marks

Calculate the moment of inertia of a triangular, uniform lamina with sides of lengths a, a and
√

2a,
and mass M, about an axis along its longest side.

Question 4: 25 Marks

Two cubes, with masses M and 2M, are connected by a light string over a pulley with a mass M
and a radius R. The pulley has the form of a disc, free to rotate about a horizontal axis through its
centre.
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(a) Draw a sketch of the pulley and the two cubes.

(b) Select a suitable coordinate system.

(c) Mark in your sketch all the forces acting on the pulley, and on each of the two cubes.

(d) Write down the equation of rotation of the pulley, and the equations of motion for the two
cubes. Use θ̈ for the angular acceleration of the pulley, measured positive counterclockwise,
and ẍ1 and ẍ2 for the vertical acceleration cubes 1 and 2, measured positive upwards.

(e) Write down the connection between the angular and linear accelerations θ̈, ẍ1 and ẍ2, caused
by the fact the cubes are linked together by a non-stretching string which passes without
slipping over the pulley.

(f) Solve the equations of motion to find the angular acceleration of the disc and the two forces
of tension on the two sides of the string.

Question 5: 15 Marks

A uniform rod AB of mass m and length a rotates in a vertical plane about an axis which goes
through a point P at a distance a/3 from A. If it performs small oscillations, find the period of
oscillations.

Question 6: 15 Marks

A uniform rod of length L is placed on top of a pivot, which is situated at a point at the length L/4
from one end of the rod.

The rod is held horizontally, and is then released.

1. Write down the equation of rotation, and calculate the angular acceleration of the rod as it
starts to move.

2. Calculate the vertical accelerations of the two ends of the rod, as the rod starts to move.
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Written Assignment
Based on Parts 4 and 5 – Study Units 13, 14 and 15
Answer all the questions. Show all your workings.

If you choose to submit via myUnisa, note that only PDF files will be accepted.

ASSIGNMENT 04
Due date: Thursday, 14 September 2017

Total Marks: 100
UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER: 893167

ONLY FOR SEMESTER 2

Question 1: 20 Marks

(a) Give an example of a two particle system in the XY plane (by specifying the masses, positions
and velocities of particle 1 and particle 2), such that the velocity of the centre of mass of the
system is zero, but the total angular momentum of the system about the origin is not zero.

(b) Which of the following statements are true, and which are false? Justify your answers!

(i) If the kinetic energy of a system is zero, then no forces act on the system.
(ii) If no forces act on a system, then the total mechanical energy of the system is zero.
(iii) If no conservative forces act on a system, then the kinetic energy of the system is zero.
(iv) If the velocity of the centre of mass of a system is zero, then the total kinetic energy of

the system is also equal to zero.
(v) If the velocity of the centre of mass of a system is not equal to zero, then the total kinetic

energy of the system is also not equal to zero.

Question 2: 30 Marks

(2.1) (17)A pendulum consists of a rod AB of length 2a and mass M, rotating about a horizontal
axis through its one end B. Let θ denote the counterclockwise angle that the rod forms
with the vertical line drawn down from point B.

(a) Find the equation of rotation of the pendulum.

(b) What is the total mechanical energy of the pendulum, if the rod is initially held
horizontal and then released? Assume that the zero energy level of the gravita-
tional energy goes through point B.

(c) Give all the initial conditions (specify the initial angle of rotation and angular
velocity) which will ensure that the kinetic energy of the pendulum will always
stay the same.
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(2.2) (13)A thin stick is held vertically with one end on the floor and is then allowed to fall. Find
the speed of the other end when it hits the floor, assuming that the end on the floor
does not slip.

Question 3: 20 Marks

Two discs A and B are fixed on a wall in the positions shown, such that each disc rotates freely
about a horizontal axis through its centre. The vertical distance between the centres of A and B
is h. Disc A has mass 3M and radius 2R, and disc B has mass M and radius R. A tape is wound
around disc A, then passes around disc B, and at its other end is attached to a weight C of mass m.
Initially the centre of mass of weight C is at level with the centre of disc A, and C is then released.
Use the energy method to find the vertical velocity of C when it has dropped the distance d .

Question 4: 30 Marks

(4.1) (10)A disc of radius R and with mass M is lying flat on a smooth surface. It is spinning
about its centre, with an angular velocity ω. The centre of the disc is moving along
the surface at a speed u. Find the kinetic energy of the disc.

(4.2) (20)A disc with radius r and mass M is free to rotate on a vertical plane about an axis
through point A on its rim. Assume there is no friction. Initially the disc is held at
rest so that the centre of the disc, G, is directly above A. The disc is then released.

(a) Calculate the moment of inertia of the disc for rotation about point A.

(b) Determine the size of the angular velocity when AG is horizontal.
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SEMESTER 2

Written Assignment
Questionnaire
Total Marks: 100%

ASSIGNMENT 05
Due date: Friday, 28 September 2018

UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER: 864382

ONLY FOR SEMESTER 2

The questionnaire will be sent out to you later in the semester. Fill it in, and submit it in the
assignment covers by the due date, to get 100% for this assignment.

If you choose to submit via myUnisa, note that only PDF files will be accepted.
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SEMESTER 2

Multiple Choice Assignment
Based on the whole study guide
Total Marks: 100%

ASSIGNMENT 06
Due date: Monday, 1 October 2018

UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER: 847359

ONLY FOR SEMESTER 2

This multiple-choice assignment will be marked by computer. Hence the closing date is fixed and
no extension of time can be granted.

Your answers must be entered on an optical mark reading sheet. But before you attempt that,
please study in detail the relevant chapter of the publication My study @ Unisa.

Please make sure that you know how to handle the optical mark reading sheets, since sheets
which are marked incorrectly and which are rejected by the computer will not be marked by hand
and students will not receive marks for such assignments.

The unique number appearing in the box above links your assignment to the corresponding set of
answers in the computer. It must therefore be filled in correctly on the optical mark reading sheet.

In the following we give questions from a previous year’s examination paper. Answer first the
examination questions, working through the questions on paper. Then answer the multiple choice
questions based on your work. In each of the multiple choice questions, up to four possible answers
are given. In each case, mark the number of the answer that you think is correct. Note that you
will be sent full model solutions to the examination questions later on, so do keep your written
work where you answered the examination questions so that you can compare it against the model
solutions later on! Make also a note of your choices in the multiple choice questions, so that you
can see where you went wrong.

Each multiple choice question counts for 5%, with a total of 100% from the twenty questions.
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Examination question 1
Assume that we are given a two-particle system, with particle 1 of mass m1 and particle 2 of
mass m2. Let x1 denote the distance from particle 1 to the centre of mass of the system, and
let x2 denote the distance from particle 2 to the centre of mass. Prove that

x1

x2
=

m2

m1
.

Question 1: Which ONE of the following statements relating to this question is true:

1. The centre of mass is at the point 1
2 (x1 + x2)

2. The centre of mass is at the point m1x1+m2x2
m1+m2

3. The proof is easiest if we take origin to be at the centre of mass.
4. The proof is easiest if we take origin to be at a point half-way between the two particles.

Examination question 2
Find the centre of mass of the triangle shown below by using integration, by slicing it into vertical
slices, as shown.

Question 2: If the origin of our coordinate system is at the right angle of the triangle, then the
mass of each slice is
1. dm = ρxdx 2. dm = ρaxdx 3. dm = ρadx 4. dm = ρ (a− x) dx

Question 3: If the origin of our coordinate system is at the right angle of the triangle, then the
centre of mass is at

1. (x , y ) =
(

a
3 , a

3

)
2. (x , y ) =

(
1
3 , 1

3

)
3. (x , y ) =

(
2a
3 , 2a

3

)
4. (x , y ) =

(
2
3 , 2

3

)
Examination question 3
Which of the following claims are TRUE and which are FALSE? Justify your answers!

(a) In a system of particles, if L = 0 then Ṙ = 0.

(b) If the kinetic energy of the system is zero then no forces act on the system.

(c) If the kinetic energy of a system is zero then the system is at rest.

(d) If a rigid body is rotating about a fixed axis counterclockwise, then its moment of inertia
is negative.
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(e) The perpendicular axis theorem only applies to three-dimensional objects or systems of
particles.

Question 4: The answer to (a) is:
1. True 2. False

Question 5: The answer to (b) is:
1. True 2. False

Question 6: The answer to (c) is:
1. True 2. False

Question 7: The answer to (d) is:
1. True 2. False

Question 8: The answer to (e) is:
1. True 2. False

Examination question 4
Two rods, one of length a and mass M and the other one of length 2a and mass 2M, are
joined together at right angles to form an L–shaped object, as shown below.

Find the moment of inertia of the object, when it rotates about the following axes of rotation:

(a) An axis along rod AB.

(b) An axis along rod BC.

(c) An axis perpendicular to both rods, through point B.

(d) An axis perpendicular to both rods, through point C.

Question 9: The answer to (a) is:

1. I = 1
3Ma2 2. I = 4

3Ma2 3. I = 8
3Ma2 4. I = 2Ma2

Question 10: The answer to (b) is:

1. I = 1
3Ma2 2. I = Ma2 3. I = 4

3Ma2 4. I = 8
3Ma2

Question 11: The answer to (c) is:
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1. I = 2
3Ma2 2. I = 2

3a2 3. I = 2Ma2 4. I = 3Ma2

Question 12: The answer to (d) is:

1. I = 3Ma2 2. I = 7Ma2 3. I = 10Ma2 4. I = 15Ma2

Examination question 5
A disc with mass M and radius r is fixed such that it is free to rotate about a horizontal axis
which is tangential to the disc and which goes through a point A on the rim of the disc.

(a) Find the moment of inertia for rotation about the given axis.

(b) Assume that the disc is positioned such that the line from point A to the centre of the
disc forms an angle θ, measured counterclockwise from a line straight up from point A.
Assume that 0 < θ < π/2. Draw a sketch of the disc in this position, and draw on the
sketch the force of gravity acting on the disc as a vector.

(c) Write down the equation of rotation for the disc, using the notation of part (b) above.

(d) Find the potential energy of the disc if it is situated as described in part (b) above, and if
zero potential energy level goes through point A.

Question 13: The answer to (a) is:

1. I = 1
2Mr 2 2. I = 3

2Mr 2 3. I = 4
3Mr 2 4. I = 5

4Mr 2

Question 14: The answer to (d) is:

1. −r sin θgM 2. −r cos θgM 3. r cos θgM 4. r sin θgM

Question 15: Which ONE of the following claims is true, if the disc is held as described in (b) and
then released.
1. The force of gravity will make the disc rotate counterclockwise about an axis through its
centre.
2. Only the force of gravity has a non-zero moment for rotation about point A in this situation.
3. The only force acting on the disc is gravity.
4. Rolling without slipping needs to be applied in this problem.

Examination question 6
A uniform disc with radius r and mass M stands upright on a smooth surface, and a thin
thread is wrapped around its circumference. The thread is pulled with a constant force T
along a line tangential to the surface. Calculate the linear acceleration of the centre of the
disc and the angular acceleration of the disc.
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Question 16: Which of the following statements is true, if the disc is replaced by a ring of the same
mass and radius:
1. Both the linear and angular accelerations will stay the same.
2. Both the linear and angular accelerations will change.
3. The linear acceleration will change but the angular acceleration will stay the same.
4. The angular acceleration will change but the linear acceleration will stay the same.

Question 17: True or false: This is a case of rolling without slipping.
1. True 2. False

Examination question 7
A uniform, solid disc with radius r and mass M rolls without slipping along a plane inclined at
the angle α to the horizontal. Assume that it is given an initial angular velocity ω0 down the
plane. Find the velocity of the centre of mass of the sphere when it has moved the distance
d along the plane.

Question 18: The answer is:

1. ω2 = d sinαg
r − ω2

0 2. ω2 = 4d sinαg
3r2 − ω2

0

3. ω2 = d sinαg
r + ω2

0 4. ω2 = 4d sinαg
3r2 + ω2

0

Question 19: Which ONE of the following is true:

1. The initial kinetic energy is zero.
2. The final kinetic energy is zero.
3. The change in potential energy is −d sinαMg.
4. The change in potential energy is +d sinαMg.

Question 20: Which ONE of the following claims is true in this question:

1. The disc will roll up the slope, until it comes to a standstill, and then will roll down the slope.
2. Due to friction, the disc will eventually run out of kinetic energy, and then it will stop.
3. The disc will always have positive kinetic energy, as long as it is on the slope.
4. The disc will stay at rest.
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